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I Ab'ITac\: This paper diocu" es an in"""tigation of the detection of low-velocilY, soft impact damage in Nome" hOllCycomb cored, carbon 

ribn: com. P''"'.'IO sandwkh. pands USing". low I'tcqu. cney acoUS." .'\cChniquC ' A c,om.mcrc;allY avai labk pro"".IICad. "b ~. ". ()ll an automated 
>eanrung table to perform a raster scan on p""patM tc.'! panek Various proccSSlng techmques were used to analy"".IM data but [twas found 

I ~~:,.~lIDple mtegrnted difference algoTlthm provIded. , uIJmsmg amount of <kl,,,] aoolltcorc damage that IS vmually lDvls'~le on the pand 
Ln,e paIWmSthat~1TIergcUfromthc""aru;appeaTmOOc-h kc.IKi (beComplc"ltYIOOh lO bctcla(cd (Oln~t scvenly. 

I. INTRODUL'TION 
Carbon-fibre skinned, N"omex (paper-resin) honeycomb cored 
sandwich panels are widely used in the aerospace industry. 
During their lifetime these panels are often subjected to myri· 
ad impacts including. for example, dropped tools, stones flung 
lip from the runway and hail. It has been found that a particu
lar form of impact that result, from collisions v.ith soft-bod
ied objecL~ travelling at low velocities (eg detached fra!,,'l11en\.'; 
oftyre tl<'ad or birilii) can create con: damage whi<.:h i ~ invi:;;
hIe on the surface . Thi, damage i~ freqll"mly very ditficult tu 
detect IIsing conwntional NDT lechniqtres employed for in
service panel inspection. These teehniqu~s include such meth
ods as acoustic, ultrasonic, thermographic and X-Ray. The 
most common of the above are acoustic where commereially 
available systcms use mechanical impedance, resonance and 
so called "Pitch·Catch'· approaches. This smdy centres on a 
Pitch·Catch acoustic, cOllllllereially available probe. 

2. THE PITCH-CATCH PROBE 
The Pitch-Catch pru~ is one of II num~r "f acoustic probes 
available with many ~ommcreial scanning system, such as 
tho,e u.ed in the aircrati industry. This inslrument works on 
the generJl principle of IIsing " ihratieu to dcteet changes in 
the mechanical propertie:; ofa test piece, associated with some 
fonn of defect, in th~ region lncal to the probe / panel contact. 
A "Pilch-Catch"' pmbe re fers to the fact that there are two 
piezoekclric ace~leromcter:; ,"paced a fixed distance of iO to 
20 mm apan. One ufth ese a<:Celff(lmelcr<; acts as 11 transmitter 
(hence the "Pitcher"), and the other is a dedicated reccivcr(the 
"Cat~her"). TIle accelerometers are ,ymmctrical with regard 
to driw and rec~i ve channel, and have conta~"t pins that arc a 
pu,h fit, not lxmded to the bottum of the accelerometer 
hou,ing. Fairly compliant springs al<' employed to hold each 
tip against the ohject being examined, a dry contact - no 
couplant is used. These springs al so provide some isolation 
from the probe housing and reduce any cro~s talk between the 
twu tip acceleromders. These feature, are shown 
schemat iea\1y in Figutc I. 

Figure! A diagra" .. naticrcpres<;nta(;nn ora P;tch·C.tehpmhc 
u,,"d in the study 

']ypieal use in a commercia l system involves transmitting a 
sinusoidal tone-burst into thc panel WIder examination and the 

signal rcceived (from the eateher) is digitised. According to 
ope-Tolting instructions, the operator is first asked to place the 
probt: ,m a suppusedly "guod" s<.'CIion of pane\. A series of 
digitized reference waveform~ is then obtained v;bile the bnrst 
freqlle1ley is inlTemcnted over the range 5 kHz up 10 40 kHz 

A second series of samples is taken over a known defect, 
which is nonnally a test panel that has had various <kfects 
introduced into it slich a:; millcd holes to simulate core 
damage, or Teflon wafers to represent dishonds. A comparison 

is then made between the IWO sets. For example, a , ing le point 
may be chosen in the tim~-domain and the amplitude and 
phase difference bet",-een the reference v.1IVeform and a 

wavefonn from the known defect sampled at the matching 

frequency arc used to indicate that damage is present. The 
working frequency is chosen such that there is the greatest 
difkrence seen between the knm<-"n defect and the reference 

panel. This frequency is often in the region of 20 tn 25 kfU 

where the strongest output signal from Ihe probe can be 
ob tained 
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Once a working frequency is chosen and a sample 
wavefonn is stored of a "good" section of panel, the operator 
can then pick and place the probe by hand over areas of 
interesL 

3, THE PROBE - UNDERSTANDING ITS 
BEHAVIOUR 

A calibration of the probe by the CSIRO National 
Measurement Laboratory Ae<:eleration Standards group 
revealed some interesting behaviour. Figure 2 shows a 
calibration of one of the probe tips for loaded drive rel!ponse. 
The tip WlIS excited with a constant sine WlIve of 5 volts 
amplitude and its output was measured on a force transducer 
mounted on a heavy inertial block. The probe displayed two 
high Q re~onances, one of which is in the range 20 to 25 kHz. 

Examination of the probe structure, shown in Figure I, 
suggests that a probable source of these resonances is the 
spring-mass system consisting of the accelerometer mass and 
the compliance associated with the contact tip. The large 
spring will also have a resonance associated with it but this is 
at a much lower frequency, well below the useable range of the 
instrument. A very rough model for the probe tip is that of a 
simple ¥ibratmg rod loaded with a mass at one end. The 
tennination at the other end will vary considerably depending 
on the panel impedance and coupling efficiency. From [I J the 
angular vibrational frequencies of a free..free bar are 

(I) 

where n = I for the fundamental resonance, c is the com
pressional wave velocity and L is the length of the contact tip. 

This frequency is considerably lowered by the mass on the 
end. The end-correction to the length is given approximately 
by the factor (J+Mlm)"' where Mis the added maJlS and III is 
approximately half the tip maJls. 

Assuming that the tip material is Nylon, c is in the range 
1600 to 267Om,s'" If this is inserted into equation 1 with 
measured values for m, M and L, the fundamental loaded 
resonance freqnency is in the range 22 to 36 kHz in agreement 
with the peaks seen in Figure 2. Little useful infonnation can 
be obtained if the working frequency for the probe is chosen 
to be dose to these frequencies. 

To illustrate the effect of these resonances on the probe 
response when in use on a panel, the probe was driven with a 
step excitation. The dark line in Figure 3 shows the spectrum 
of the output over a good region of panel and the light 
coloured line shows the spectrum over a known impact site. 

The two dominant peaks in both spectra above 20 kHz are 
artefacts of the probe more that any effect of the panel. 
However there is a marked peak unique only to the sample 
over the damage at a much lower frequency of about II kHz. 
On the basis of these results, a sine burst in the region of II 
kHz is the optimum test excitation to use for this type of panel 
and form of defect. To further reduce the effect of the probe 
characteristics, and those from mounting mechanism noise, a 
2 kHz and 13 kfuband pass filter should also be used. 
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Figure 2 CalibratioQ of one of the probe tiP:J for drive re.ponse 

Figure 3 Spectnl ofprobc's output \\11h impolse cxcitalion over 
au area of good pand and an irupact SIte 

600 111"1"19 (!lS) 1000 

Figure 4 Response of the probe driven with a 2 cycle, 11kHz 
tone burst over an area ofgoodpancl and an irnpact site 

Figure 4 shows a time wavefonn taken from the probe's 
response while being drivCll with a 2 cycle, 11kHz sine burst 
with the band pass filter on the receive channel. The waveform 
from the region over the impact site (light coloured line) 
shows a pronounced resonance at approximately 11 kHz, as 
expected from the resl!lts in Figure 2. This paper docs not 
examine the mechanisms behind these local panel reoonances, 
but they are discUlised in [2] & [3J where plate modes were 
explored and a relationship between damage area and impact 
severity was drawn. 
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4. PRODUCTION OF TEST SAMJ'LES 
inforulation oblained from panel manufacturers and aircraft 
testing laborawries suggests that the type of defects prcsem in 
the test pant:ls provided with ~"mmercial1\'DT syRtems, a few 
of which were mentioncd io a previous sec tion, arc 
uncharactcristic of damage thc panel is likely to elKounter in 
its service life. Of milch more interest i, impact damage that 
eru,h~s or "CTllZCS" the paper honcycomb core but leaves no 
visible indieation on the panel's surface. We havc conjectured 
[2] that skin fuilure may be bypassed in the damage process if 
the proje~til~'s surface is non-rigid_ Th~ impact then ocnm 
over a longer time and al te rnative mcchanistru of cnergy 
dissipation such as fu ll pauel stra ins and vibration modes can 
occur. The str.!in may then be su>taincd elastically hy the skin 

A series of test panels with known characteristics and 
damage profilcs was essential for this invcstigation. In 
particular, damage imposed on th~:;e panels needed tll be 
con trolled and repeatahle. To this end a drup impact apparatus 
was designed that allowed adjustable impact head (commonly 
referred to as the ' 'tup'l. mass and velocity. The apparatus w~ 
built around an 84mm diamcter Perspex tube, through which 
the tup falls and is guided by Teflon nUlllcrs, A system ",,1lS 

also devised to catch the tup after the initial impa\..1 tn prevent 
multiple strikes . Thi, consists of an optieal1y triggcred ,huner 
at the base of the tube that is closed when the tup has hit the 
panel and has trave lled past the eud of the tube on its rebound 
To provide a non-rigid impact surface, the tliP was eovered in 
6mm thick extruded rubber, Ourometer (A) hardness of 
appro"itllilteiy 65, that WllS machined to give it a rounded 
pml'ile 

5_ AN AUTOMATED SCANNING SYSTEM 
Although the probe we obtained was intended for hand held 
use, some trials repeatedly placing the probe by hand OHIO the 
same spot showcd that the reccived wavefonn can Vllry 
considerably, due to pressure cxcrted on the tips and contact 
angle, occasionally leading to false positives . To overeome 
th is, a holder based on a gimbal joint was des igned for the 
probe. This holds the probe perpendicular to the panel surface 
with a constant pressure exerted on the tips. The holder was 
attached to a computer eontrollcd moving gant ry that cnabled 
the probe to be moved in the X and Y directions with a 
resolution in position nf \ mm, A programmable signal 
generator was llsed to produce a tone burst of a few eyeles of 
a sine wave with a peak of 8 volts to drive the transmit tip. A 
band·pass filter was included tn n;du~e the effect of the 
mechanical resonance of the probe ( > 15 kHz) and the 
mechanical resonance of the scanning tahle ( < J kHz). A 
digital oscilloscope was used to digitize the returned 
waveform, which was then downloaded to a computer and 
saved in its cntirety to disk for fumre analysis 

A simple indicator, I. summarising the rcsull at each 
sample position was fonned by summing the point by point 
differencc hct\vccn the reference wavcfonn and the test 
wavcfonn according to Ihe following expression, 

1=~t~,(I)-rp",(I)1 (2) 

where 'l' is the sampled waveform, 'fl. is the reference 
waveform and n is the total number of points in thc v,llvefonn 
(default SOO). 

This method makes usc of the entire waveform and reflects 
how 'differcnt ' the panel is at tlIecurrent scanloeation v.11en 
compared to a good region of the panel. A relativcly small 
value ofl represents litt.lc deviation whereas a large value isa 
significant difference. Organizing these indicator values into a 
20 matn;>:: and applying some artificial colour coding 
pmduces an image that can aid furthcranalysis oftlle raw data. 
Suh,equent sectioning of the pand, demonstrated that this 
image provide~ a clear indication "fany damage the pand has 
sustained to its core , and the impact area boundary to within 
±1 mm, without any false po~ itiv~ indic ation~. Some clues to 
th~ natu re ofthc damage itself~an also be seen. 

6. SCANNING RESULTS 
Figure 6 ,hows a scan perfonned on a section of22 mm thick 
Nomex ~me, carbon fibre skillllcd aircraft panel ,imilar to that 
used in th .. elevators of a Boeing 777. The panel had bem pre
pared with 12 soft·bodied impac ts mnging from a 5 em drop 
height ofa 25 mmdiamctcr U; kg rupto a 120 cmdrop_ All 
but the 5 em impact can clearly be seen in the images. Only 
those impacts for heights greater than 20 cm could be SCcrl a, 
,;sual indentations on the skin surface. Later e.~amination of 
the panel by culting it open with a very fine diamond saw 
revea led no damage had resu lted from the 5 cm drop 

The image~ in Figure 6 employ m-u different fonns of 
co\our coding to represcllt the 20 indcx valucs to highlight 
several aspe\..1s of the scan. The first shows the mode-like 
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Figure (, Two rep""scnmtionsofa,;can performed on a 22 mm 
thicL Nom." cored, curban fibre skinned panel lhathas been 
damaged by soft impacts from a ~5 ntrn, 1.8 kg impactor 
drowed fromheigh!l; of: 
'Xl,50.20and 5cm-Topww 
120, 60. 30 and 10cm - \1iJdlcrow 
10. 70, 40 and 15 em· Ilonomrow 

behaviour ofth", :;kin over the impact sites. The second image 
in Figure 6 highlights thc background interference pattern in 
the areas adjacent to the damage. These are mainly due to 
interference caused by the panel defe<.-1s an,i panel h()umlarie~ 
Other details that also would nonnally be seen in Ihe scans are 
stnlctures such as joins in the skin ply and changes in 
thickness [If the core, although ~one of these were pre,eul in 
the panel sample Nltown above. The diffuse indication. seen 
around the second 10 cm drop position 31 the lower left comer, 
i> probably duc to some defect already present in the pauel. 

Figure 7 shows a demil from this scan with some examples 
of the waveform spectra gathered. In the figure. position I 
represents the approximate centre of tile impact area, pos ition 
2 is on the edge of the impact sile and position 3 was tak"n 
over an undam;lged pan of the panel. These spectra confinn 
the modal origi~ of the structure in re sponse to the effect of 
the probe. 

Th~ motlled texture of the image in Figure 7 is probably 
due to the image enhancing tce!rniques used rather than the 
structure of the paneL 

7. CONCLUSION 
Due to the IUlturc of its design, the "Pitch-Catch" type probe 
can have undesirable mechanieat properties leading to regions 
o f laT¥e ",s()nanCe~ within its slated operating range. An 
operator can easily be misled into thinking thai these 
resonances aTC a suitable workingregio~, as the output from 
the probe is a ma~imum, hut the co~t i~ ~ignifi~antly n-duce(\ 
detectionrcliability. 
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Figure 1 Enhanced imago of the large soft·bodird impact 
highlighted in Fi~u", 6 and a ""Iection ofassociatcd HIS 
performedonlh<samplcdwavcform& 

With the use of aggressive filtering and inlelligent "dec· 
tion of ",,,citation bUTSt freq(leney and wave shape, die probes 
can be reliably used for detecting ~ignificant core damage in 
composite honeycomb where no surface damage is visible 

Ideally, a redesigned prolx: allowing use at frequencies 
greater than 20 kHz would open up scope ror s]>"cific damage 
Iype identification ~uch as skin delamination as opposed to 
core crushing. TIlis would probably involve redesign of Ihe 
probe contact lips and mouming. 
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